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We derive two new equations of quantum gravity and combine them with reinter-
pretations of previously proposed concepts of dark energy, black holes, inflation, the
arrow of time and the energy at which rest-mass first manifests itself into a theory
which may be a first step toward a comprehensive description of all these phenomena.
The resulting theory also predicts new tests which can be experimentally checked
within a few years.
PACS numbers:
Our goal is to provide the first step towards a description of a comprehensive model
of the birth and evolution of the universe [1]. One of the new equations is the creation
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2equation. The other is the Lorentz factor expression for the motion of the soliton shell
front of emitted gravitons at merger or birth of a new black hole.
We interpret the usual notion of a quasi static background field as one filled with
gravitons. A possible model which has the features we require is two four-branes embedded
in a five-dimensional bulk and separated by the Planck length; such a model is inspired by
but different from the Randall-Sundrum models [2]. A metric which describes the transfer
of energy from a four-brane where gravity is strong to the weak four-brane on which we
live is given by
ds2 = −e(u/l)m t/ψ c2 dt2 + e(1−b(ul )
n
) 2 t/αtH e−(
u
l )
k
(1− tφ) dxi dxi + e(
u
l )
p
t/β du2 (1)
where i = 1, 2, 3, τH is the Hubble time, l is the Planck length, u is the coordinate in the
fifth dimension, and the remaining, non-coordinate quantities are arbitrary parameters.
Although the five-dimensional covariant divergence of the energy-momentum tensor does
not vanish everywhere, it vanishes on the weak-gravity (weak) brane (u = 0), and it is
approximately zero on the strong-gravity (strong) brane (u = l) for large β/τH and ψ/τH .
This metric describes a weak brane which is expanding with time and a strong brane
which is contracting with time, albeit very slowly for the latter brane. The cosmological
constant measured on the weak brane is Λw−g = −3 1α2tH 2 .
In four space-time dimensions the relativistic Boltzmann equation on the weak brane
can be written in terms of a parameter x = h ν0
kB T0
where ν0 is the frequency of a wave
at emission, and T0 is a temperature which is characteristic of the background source of
energy. In terms of x the Boltzmann equation for the number density on the weak brane,
N (x, t), is
∂
∂t
N (x, t) = κ0 c
kB T0
Tg0
T0
1
x
∂
∂x
N (x, t) , (2)
where Tg0 is the initial graviton temperature, and κ0 is the initial phase space integral of
the matrix element squared for quadrupole emission of a graviton wave from the back-
3ground. The solution of this equation is
N (x, y) = 1
pi2
x3
eX − 1 (3)
with X =
√{x2 + 2y} and
y =
∫ t
0
κ0 c
kB T0
Tg0
T0
dt′ (4)
where y is not significant until it is on the order of the dimensionless frequency x; from
information limit arguments one can show that y corresponds to the Higgs mass, the
energy at which rest mass first becomes important. This implies that in the late universe
the spectrum is steepened. Invoking a resonance at energies below this implies a reduced
density, and so a reduced energy transfer. The creation equation is derived from a phase
space resonance analysis of the various quantities contributing to the creation of gravitons.
In the construction of the creation equation we assume that a local comoving frame
exists in which the energy is transferred from the background. This creation equation
describes the transfer of energy from the strong brane to the weak brane by resonance;
the Lorentz factors appear as we describe the rate of energy transfer.
The creation equation can be written in the form of energy per unit time created in
the form of resonant gravitons
dE
dτ
=
(
NGW
σPl
4piR2s
ΓD
)2 (
4piR2s
piλ2
ΓD
)
EGWΓE τ
−1
Pl (5)
in the comoving frame with proper time τ on a spherical surface of radius Rs with graviton
number NGW . The Planck area and time are denoted by σPl and τPl. ΓD is a Lorentz
factor applied to the surface density relative to the observer and to the size of a patch in
the comoving frame ΓE is the Lorentz factor as applied to the transformation of energy.
For gravitons ΓD = ΓE. EGW is the energy of the gravitons on the surface in the observer
frame, and λ ∼ ch/EGW is the corresponding length scale. The Lorentz factor of the
shell front can be derived as well from information limit arguments and is in the frame
4of the freshly born black hole is (r(z, z?) is the spatial integral from redshift z to z? and
H(z) is the Hubble parameter)
Γ =
1
2
r(z, z?)
lPl
{H(z)τPl}1/2 . (6)
A soliton shell front is born in the formation of a black hole, or analogously, the merger
of two black holes. We are assuming that most of the energy released in the merger of
two black holes emerges in the last few characteristic collapse times, so that the soliton
shell front has a thickness of just a few wavelengths in the observer frame. Using the
observed space density of supermassive black holes today we find a numerical value for
dark energy, which is consistent with observation to within the rather large error bars.
We picture a black hole as a “Planck shell” full of gravitons at potential depth
MBH/mPl in terms of a Lorentz factor. This is rather similar to the concept of a “stretched
horizon” [3, 4]. This shell is an impenetrable barrier, and the ensemble of these gravitons
constitutes the black hole. Space-time ends at the inner surface of the shell; there is
no physical meaning to space-time coordinates in the region enclosed by the shell. This
concept was later also suggested in terms of a “firewall” [5].
The model for graviton creation described above may also explain the inflationary
period [6, 7]. During inflation new gravitons are produced at the horizon in a “horizon
shell”, provided that the newly created gravitons lose their energy adiabatically with a
time scale proportional to the Planck time, independent of redshift within the inflationary
period, which ends when the Higgs boson begins to appear.
There are three experimental tests which can be performed to determine the validity of
these ideas: i) pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) to detect the gravitational wave background
which makes up dark energy, ii) Lunar laser ranging to detect the single solitons coming
through, and iii) ultra high precision clocks to detect the noise due to the individual
solitons coming through.
In our model time is driven by the energy transfer from the Planck sea to our universe.
Thus the arrow of time is uni-directional, since in our model energy flows in only one
5direction - from the background into our universe. An immediate consistency check of
our model is the question of whether or not it describes a universe which is connected to
the background Planck sea at all times.
The Lorentz factor for the effective propagation of a signal derived above should apply
to the propagation of any signal carried by mass-less boson particles, or waves travelling
with the speed of light even at distances as small as sub-atomic scales. In our model such
signals never travel at exactly the speed of light, but always just very slightly below.
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